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Quote on Plagiarism:
Taking something from one man and making it worse is plagiarism – George A. Moore
Originality is undetected plagiarism – William Inge (Plagiarism Quotes, n.d.)
Abstract:
The paper explains the importance of research for development of society. It describes meaning
of plagiarism, types of plagiarism and also discussed commercial and open-source plagiarism
software which are available in the market. More importantly it talks about Google-Originality
check process, Its Advantages and disadvantages of originality check, Importance of plagiarism
in research or correlation of plagiarism and research methodology and its implementation and
use for research integrity in higher educational institutes. This paper will be useful for teachers,
students and librarians for testing the plagiarism report and making the research integrity. This
is a best tool for the beginners.
Keywords: Research Integrity, Plagiarism, Google-Originality Check. Higher Education
Institutes. Step by step guide.
Introduction:
Research is the essential for development of society and human lives. It is invention of new
knowledge and fact checking process. The growth of research has been tremendously increased
at the higher educational institutes, research centers and universities due to advent of
information and communication technology (ICT). To ensure the quality of higher education
for the present and upcoming generation, the Government of India has been putting countless
efforts consecutively since independence and funding/funded different advanced projects
which might have been proved milestone. (Kumar & Bhakar, 2020)
Ethics and integrity of research will prove quality of research in the higher educational institute
and academic environment. It will completely depend on verifying the content with best

software tools which are available in the market. The Ministry of Education, Govt. of India has
initiated a programme "ShodhShuddhi" which provides access to Plagiarism Detection
Software (PDS) to all universities/Institutions in India since Sept 1, 2019. All our India 1000+
institutes identified which includes Central Universities, State Universities, deemed to be
Universities, Private Universities, Centrally Funded Technical Institutes, Inter-University
Centre of UGC. Under this initiative, Ouriginal (formerly Urkund) a Web Based Plagiarism
Detection Software system is being provided to all users of universities/Intuitions in the
country. (ShodhShuddhi | Enhancing Research Quality, n.d.) Additionally, UGC has laid down
the policy for making research integrity in the higher educational institutes with notification
dated

23rd

July,

2018

(https://www.ugc.ac.in/pdfnews/7771545_academic-integrity-

Regulation2018.pdf). However, this is not facilitated to the college level due to unavailability
of research institutes in the college level as its required research institutes criteria for taking
benefits of the same facility. Henceforth, they are lagging behind for checking plagiarism
detection in the institutes. In these circumstances, Google originality tools will help for
maintaining research integrity at higher educational institutes/college level. Thus, this paper
will give the overview of originality tool and steps for originality checking for plagiarism.
What is plagiarism:
Black’s Law Dictionary (2009)
Plagiarism as ‘the deliberate and knowing presentation of another person’s original ideas or
creative expressions as one’s own, but it further explains if the plagiarist has copied the original
express without permission only then it may violate copyright laws or the plagiarized work is
copyright protected.
Plagiarism is the intention activity by copying another idea and creatives as one’s own without
giving proper citations.
Types of plagiarism:
•

Intentional Plagiarism: “The deliberate act of copying to others idea without giving
to proper citation is called intentional plagiarism. i.e., buying material from the vendors,
copying articles from the internet and presenting it as an own, partially giving the
citation and remaining presenting as own material”. (Pardeshi et al., 2012)

•

Unintentional Plagiarism: The act of copying whole sentence and replacing with
alternative synonymous words and paraphrasing without giving citation is called

unintentional plagiarism. The unintentional plagiarism generally committed by
research students, research scientist and academicians.

• Direct Plagiarism: it means copying another’s work or writing without attribution or
citation of the author’s original work. It could be considered as academic dishonesty
whether copied entire section or a single sentence without acknowledgement. (National
Law University et al., 2016)
•

Paraphrase Plagiarism:
“Paraphrasing is defined as rewriting a paragraph or passage into one’s own word or
rearrangement of writing into new framework without attribution. Thus, when writer
replace the word with synonymous words or phrases from the original peace without
rephrasing the original sentence or carries out cosmetic changes it is considered as
Paraphrase plagiarism”(National Law University et al., 2016)

•

Metaphor:
“Metaphors are used either to make an idea clearer or give the reader an analogy that
touches the senses or emotions better than a plain description of the object or process.
Metaphors, then, are an important part of an author’s creative style. If you cannot come
up with your own metaphor to illustrate an important idea, then use the metaphor in the
Source Article, but give the author credit for it”.(Joshi, 2016)

•

Self-Plagiarism:
“Self-plagiarism means duplication of publication. When one author replaces few
words or substitute few words in new manuscript taken from his own previously
published manuscript, then such an act is referred to as self-plagiarism”. (Pardeshi et
al., 2012)

Commercial Anti-plagiarism Software’s:
•

Turnitin:
“Turnitin is an Internet-based plagiarism-prevention service created by iParadigms,
LLC, first launched in 1997. Typically, universities and high schools buy licenses to
submit essays to the Turnitin website, which checks the documents for unoriginal
content. The results can be used to identify similarities to existing sources or can be
used in formative assessment to help students learn how to avoid plagiarism and
improve their writing”(Joshi, 2016)

•

Ouriginal: (Formerly – Urkund)

“Ouriginal is an award-winning software that helps detect and prevent plagiarism
regardless of language. Trusted by hundreds of educational institutions and corporates
across the globe, Ouriginal brings together the combined expertise of Urkund and
PlagScan, spanning over three decades. It is simple, reliable and easy to use, combining
text-matching with writing-style analysis to promote academic integrity and prevent
plagiarism”. (Ouriginal, 2021)
Open-Source Anti-Plagiarism Software:
Google- Originality Check:
It Compare student work against hundreds of billions of web pages and over 40 million books
with a single click and highlight potential plagiarism and link to external sources within your
grading interface. You will get answers quickly and avoid manually searching for web matches.
This tool enables students to check their own work for recommended citations up to three times
before submitting. It helps students learn to build on outside ideas and properly incorporate
them into their work.
It also compares student-to-student matches against your domain-owned repository of past
work when you sign up for the Teaching and Learning Upgrade or Google Workspace for
Education Plus.
Plagiarism Checker X:
This tool is easy to use and perfect scanner for plagiarism test. It will allow the bulk documents
comparison for any intellectual contents i.e., research papers, conceptual documents, Ph.D.
thesis etc. It supports for docx, doc, pdf, html and rtf formats. This tool support for multilingual
languages like English, Italian, Spanish, French.
ProWritingAid:
This software has enabled for searching the web pages and academic papers to ensure
uniqueness. With the help of add-in, it allows the run plagiarism with online mode. This tool
has various features i.e., integration with word file, Chrome, Google Docs, Gmail. It supports
to different file formats docx, doc, pdf, html. Self-editing is possible with this tool.
Grammarly:

Popular tool for grammar corrections and plagiarism checking. It is also search different search
engines for duplicate contents. It provides plagiarism alerts when text matches with online texts
or in the databases. This tool will calculate overall originality score for the document.
Copyscape:
CopyScape is a cloud-based tool that allows you to search for plagiarism and find various
instances of content theft. It can be easily used by typing the URL of the original content. It is
one of the best free plagiarism checkers that allows you to perform unlimited scans for web
page copies.
PlagTracker:
PlagTracker is a unique checking algorithm that scans content for plagiarism. It is fast and easy
to use. We ensure our system will find any content that has been plagiarized, along with a list
of all the sources, to make is easier for you to correct.
Dupli checker
Dupli Checker just automates a process that the user could do himself.
Plagiarism detector
It is a Plagiarism Detection Software to check for Plagiarism in text documents. It is a fast and
reliable Plagiarism Checker
Quetext
Quetext's plagiarism checker analyzes your text to identify plagiarism, resolve other writing
issues, and build citations with ease. You wouldn't want to write without it.
Google Introduction
Google is a search engine that started development in 1996 Surgey Brin and Larry Page at
Standford University to find files from the internet. The domain name of google,com was
registered on 15th September, 1997 and company incorporated on 4th September, 1998. The
company headquarter is situated at Mountain View, California. (Google | History & Facts |
Britannica, n.d.)
Google products and services
Gmail – this provide one GB data storage and it is complexly free of cost from the google.
Google Books – This is one of the best services provided by the google which contain thousand
of books. It is very user friendly and searchable.

Google Classroom – This service allows teachers and students for online classes
Google Drive – This is cloud-based service from Google introduced on April 24, 2012, that
allows users to view, edit, and store their documents and files in the Google cloud.
Google Forms – It allows users to create a form that collects information for personal or any
commercial use.
Google Meet - A video-meeting application that integrates with Google Chat.
Google Scholar - Allows users to search for scholarly literature and create profile. It also
provide citations calculation for particular profile.
Google Sites - A service that enables users to create and share websites.
YouTube - Video service that allows users to freely upload videos and view others videos.
(What Is Google?, n.d.)
Google Originality Check:
Google for education with originality check feature has enabled to check students' work for
originality and plagiarism across its Assignments and Classroom learning platforms to ensure
cited properly and avoid plagiarism. This system will highlight that needs a citation. This is a
best tool for making research integrity at higher educational institutes.
Features of Originality Check
•
•
•
•

Check for missing citations quickly and easily with originality reports
Help teachers quickly assess authenticity
Help students turn in their best work
Compare student work without compromising privacy

Steps for originality check
1. On a computer, go to classroom.google.com
2. Click the class by clicking plus (+) button on right hand side of the google classroom.

Fig. No. 1 – Google classroom for originality check
After creation of Google Classroom, one can able to post/ create assignment using
Classwork option.

Fig. No. 2 – working in Classwork

3. Click the assignment.
After creation of assignment student can able see the assignment and test originality
report.

Fig. No. 3 – Google classroom for originality check
4. Under Your work, upload or create your file.
It will allow to upload the file for originality checking and need to click on checkbox
“Check plagiarism originality” and finally submission with assigned tab.

Fig. No. 4 – Creating assignment on classroom for originality check
All the students will receive the assignment with attached document for originality
check.

Fig. No. 5 – received assignment on mail for originality test
To run the originality report, google required docs format file it will not allowed in
Microsoft word format. Students have to convert the file in doc format before uploading
for originality check and run.
Using google drive option it can be possible for further analysis.

Fig. No. 6 – Uploading the document for originality test with doc format

5. Next to Originality reports, click Run.

Fig. No. 7 – Ready for Run the document for analysis

Fig. No. 8 – Only 3 reports allowed for one assignment
Google Originality will allow only three times for one assignment. This is the disadvantage of
google originality feature. If there are multiple documents for checking, one has to create
number of assignments as per requirement.
Above screen is the dashboard of running the report for originality test. It can be used by
pressing RUN command at the right-hand side of dashboard.

Fig. No. 9 – Running for originality test
6. After Running the report one can easily find the Final Report under the file name of
‘View Originality Report’

Fig. No. 10 - Final Originality Report
Above screen shows the final originality report with summary and number of percentage of
sources of which content is plagiarized. It can be saved in the PDF file for further reference
and sharing with users. Below screen is showing the final report in the PDF format.

Fig. No. 11 - Final Originality Report in PDF format.

Conclusion:
Due to invention of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and production of
information in electronic format. The issue has been arising for research integrity and quality
content in the academic environment. Initiative has taken by the University Grant Commission
for making policy for research integrity in the higher educational institutes with notification
dated 23rd July, 2018 (7771545_academic-Integrity-Regulation2018.Pdf, n.d.). at the same
time increasing prices of Commercial software has enforced the burden of libraries. This
situation has created the ambiguity among (Library and Information Science Professionals) to
ensure the quality content and ethical practices in the institutions. Google Originality feature
gives the opportunity to rural and even urban educational institutes for making good ethical
research practices. Librarian should take the initiatives to create the awareness among students
and teachers regarding this tool as it is free of cost product.
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